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A. NationalHealthand NutritionExaminationSurvey,NHANESII, 1976-1980
Descriptionof Survey: A detaileddescriptionof the design,content,
questionnaires,and operationof NHANESII is providedin the followingreport:
Planand Operationof the SecondHealthand NutritionExaminationSurvey,1976-
1980,DHHS Pub.No. (PHS)81-1317Series1, No. 15, PublicHealthService,
Superintendentof Documents,U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,Washington,D.C.
20402. The stocknumberis 017-022-00752-5and the cost is $5.50. One copy is
providedwith the documentationherein,and a generalsummaryof the data
collectiontechniquesand contentis givenin AppendixA.
TargetPopulation:NHANESII was conductedon a mtionwide probabilitysample
of approximately28,000persons,ages 6 months-74years,fromthe civilian,
noninstitutionalizedpopulationof theUnitedStates. The surveystartedin
February1976and was completedin February1980. The NHANESII samplewas
selectedso thatcertainpopulationgroupsthoughtto be at high risk of
malnutrition(personswith low incomes,preschoolchildrenand the elderly) were
oversampled.Adjustedsamplingweightswere thencomputedfor 76 age, sex, and
racecategoriesin orderto inflatethe samplein sucha manneras to closely
reflectthe estimatedciviliannoninstitutionalizedU.S. populationages 6
months-74yearsat themidpointof the survey(March1, 1978).
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B. Use of LN?3ANESData
N(XS requests the cooperation of recipients of data tapes in certain actions




Any publication based on the data should acknowledge the National
Center for Health Statistics [NCHS) as the original source. It should
include a disclaimer which credits the authors for any analyses,
interpretations, or conclusions, and not NCHS, which is responsible
only for the data.
Consumers who wish to publish a technical description of the data
should make a reasonable effort to insure that the description is not
inconsistent with that published by NCHS. This does not mean, however,
that NCHSwill review such descriptions.
The Natioml Center for Health Statistics wouldappreciate receiving
reprints of journal articles or other publications based upon findings
from theWES II survey. Please forward copies to:
Division of Health Examination Statistics
National Center for Health Statistics







C. lllitin~ of the Data Sets
The data users! tapes have been subjected to a great deal of careful editing.
Some of the continuous data items have extremely high or low values and it has
been verified that they do in fact appear that way on the original interview
documents; that is, it has been verified that the values have not been
incorrectly keyed. Within each data tape numerous consistency checks have been
performed. However, due to the large volume of data collected in the survey, it
is likely that a small number of errors or discrepancies remain undetected. The
Division of Health Examination Statistics, NCHSwould appreciate if any such
errors are detected that they be brought to our attention so that errata sheet’s
can be issued to previous purchasers and corrections made if new data tapes are
created.
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D. Use of Sample Weights
WES II uses a multistage sample designed to represent the civilian
noninstitutionalized population of the United States, 6 months-74 years
of age. Since the sample is not a simple random one, it is necessary to
incorporate the person’s sample weight for proper analysis of the data.
The sample weight is a composite of the individual selection
probability, adjustments for nonresponse, and poststratification
adjusbnents.
NHANESII provides information on 20,322 interviewed and examined
individuals. In addition to the general examination components, several
more detailed examinations were performed on subsamples of the
population. Therefore, instead of there being one sample weight per
person, there are several sample weights for each person. If a person
was not selected for a particular subsample, their associated subsample
weight is zero. When analyzing the special subsamples, the analyst nwst
be carefd to select the appropriate sampling weight from the weights
found in tape locations 282-317. For a more complete description of how








Sample Design, Variance Estimation, and ~othesis Testing
The data collected in the Second National Health and Nutrition
Examimtion Survey (NHANESII) were obtained through a complex sample
design involving both clustering and stratification. Because of the
complex design and the ratio adjustments applied to the sample weights
(see previous section on use of sample weights), the direct application
of standard statistical analysis methods for variance estimation and
hypothesis testing maybe very misleading. The modification of
statistical analysis procedures to incorporate the effects of complex
survey designs is an important area of research; however, the current
methodologies appropriate for the analysis of data from such surveys
have not been made readily available in the standard packaged
statistical software.
There are computer programs available which do provide the capabilityof
variance estimation for complex sample designs. The balanced repeated
replication approach~is utilized in @EPERR-&MLMS-OSIRIS.IV&to
calculate the variance-covariance matrix. SESUDAAN,SURREGR=bl
SUPERCARP~are programs that calculate the variance-covariance matrix
using the linearization approach~(Taylor series expansion).
In order to provide the user with the capability of estimating the
complex sample variances in the MANES II data using the above
-6-
procedures, we have provided Strata and Pseudo Primary Sampling Unit
(PSU) codes on all data tapes in positions 324-326. These variables and
the sample weights are necessary for the calculation of variances.
Even though the overall number of examined persons in this survey is
quite large for statistical inference purposes, subclass analyses can
lead to estimates that are unstable, particularly estimates of
‘variances. Consequently, analyses of subclasses require that the user
pay particular attenkion to the coefficient of variation for the
estimates of means, proportions and totals. In addition, small sample
sizes, or a small number of PSU’S used in the variance calculations may
produce unstable estimates of the variances using the above computer
programs.













Natioml CenterforHealthStatistics:ReplicationAn Approachto the
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administera questionnaire,theprimarypurposeof whichwasto obtain
demographicinformation.Thequestionnairewas administeredto each
potentialsamplepersonin eachhouseholdthatwas availableand











As in NHANESI, dietarydatawere collectedusing24-hourrecall,3-monthfood
frequencyand dietarysupplementforms. Formatsof thesedietaryquestionnaires




The dietarydata are availableon fourtapes: (1) theMODEL
the NUTRIENTCmSITION TAPE, (3) the 24-HOURRECALL--SPECIFIC
and (4) the IUTALNUTRIENTINTAKE/FOODFREQUHiCY/ANDOTHER
RELATEDDIETARYDATA TAPE.
Tapes(1) and (2) are the NHANESII dietarydatabank,catalogNos. 5702/5703
and are availablefromNTIS (ordernumberPB81232878)at a cost of $185.00.
They are used in the computereditingand processingof the NHANE!311 24-hour
recallforms. The publicuser of thesetapesis responsiblefor the development
of all softwarefor
ModelGram/Nutrient




utilizationof thesetapes. Unlikethe NHANESI
Tapes,catalognos. 4702/4703,the dietarydata
.
of only the foodsreportedon the 24-hourrecall
formscollectedduringthe survey. An expanded
dietaryinterviewersfor
TAPE(l): MODELGRAM
Tape (1) is the
codingpurposesduring
databasewas availableto the
the collectionof the data.
firstpart of a two-partnutrientdatabank. The first
119 recordson thistapeare the acceptableFOODMODELSor combinations
of foodmodelsused to aid the respondentin recallingamountsof foods
reportedon the 24-hourrecallform. The secondpart of thistape
-1o-
consistsof 2605foodsin numericorderwith designatedfoodgroup
number,foodcodenumber,preferredmodelcode,appropriategram
conversionfactor,and alphamericdescription.When listedby food
group,theMODELGRAM tapeprovidedthe basisfor the codingmanual
usedby dietaryinterviewers.In some instances,more thanone food
was assignedthe samefoodcode,but onlywhen the nutrientcomposition
for eachof the foodswas extremelysimilar.
TAPE (2): NUTRIENTCOMPOSITION
Tape (2)providesa nutrientanalysisof the 2605foodsfoundon the
MODELGRAMTAPE. Caloriesand seventeennutrientsper 100 gramedible
portionare providedfor eachfood. Nutrientvaluesused to update
foodson this tapereflectthe nutrientsavailablein the foodbetween
1976and 1980. Thesenutrientvalueswere obtainedeitherfromthe
manufacturer,or fromtheU.S. Departmentof Agriculture’srevised
HandbookNo. 8, sections1-6 and data tape456-3(basedonUSDA
AgricultureHandbookNo. 456).
For commercialfoodsthatwere reportedingestedat leasttwentytimes,
the nutrientvaluesreflectthemost appropriateinformation(1980)
availablefrom themanufacturer.If the foodcompanydid not provide
theneededinformation,nutrientvaluesfromothersourceswere used,
wherepossible. Foodsreportedfewerthantwentytimeswerenot
updatedandmay not reflectthemost currentnutrientanalysisfromthe
manufacturer.
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Detailed documentation of the JNFMNESII nutrient data bank update is
available upon request from the Nutrition Statistics Branch, Division
Health Examination Statistics, NCHS.
Tapes (3) and (4) contain the dietary data as collected on the forms, or
calculated as a result of processing the data using the nutrient data bank.
TAPE (3): 24-HOURWL--SPECIFIC FOODITEMDATA
Tape (3) contains information on specific food items consumed by (a)
ingestion period, (i.e., breakfast, lunch, dinner, and between-meal
foods); (b) the time of day to the closest half hour that the food was
consumed; (c) the source of intake (i.e., home, school, restaurant);
and calories and 17 nutrients for each food item contributing to the
day’s total intake. Information is collected for the period of time
midnight to midnight preceding the interview and generally reflects
intakes reported on Mondays through Fridays, excluding most holidays.
This is a result of the general scheduling of examimtions on Tuesdays
through Saturdays.
TAPE (4) : TQTALNLJTRIINTIN’MXWFOODFREQUENCY/ANDOTHERIU3UTEDDIETARYDATA
The TWTALJNU’IRIENTINTAKEsection of tape 4 consists of a summation of
the food- specific nutrient information contained on TAl?E(3) for
calories and 17 nutrients for each respondent.
The FOODFREQUENCYsection of tape 4 consists of reported frequencies
of consumption of foods from 18 food groups, of which 5 have sub-
divisions for a total of 26 separate categories.. Data are intended to
reflect usual eating habits of the respondent over the 3 month interval
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prior to the dietary interview and do not include irregular eating
habits associated with illness or dieting. Data reflect information
foods consumed daily or weekly, Monday through Sunday, and holidays.
This food frequency questionnaire served as a crude quality control
on
instrument for the 24 hour recall in addition to providing profiles of
eating habits.
O= RELATEDDIEMRYDATA on tape 4 includes information related to
food consumption habits recorded on the 24-hour recall and dietary




































24-Hour Recall--Specific Food Item Tape Summary
Catalog Number 5704
SECTIONA - Demographic Data
Tape Positions
Sample Sequence Number
Catalog Number (5371-for Demographic Data only)
Data user work area
Size of place
SMSA-not SMSA
Data user work area
Type of living quarters
Land usage
If rural, asked does this place have 10 acres or more?
If 10 acres or more, asked if in the last 12 months did
sales of farm produce and livestock amount to $50 or
more?
If 10 acres or more, asked to $250 or more?
Data user work area
Total number of persons in household
Total number of sample persons in household
Sample Person Data
Data user work area
Family relationship
Data user work area
Family unit number
Data user work area
Age-months (at interview)
Age-years (at interview)





In what state was he/she born?
Is he/she married, widowed, divorced, separated
or never married?
Natural origin or ancestry
Education level
Grade completed
What was he/she doing during most of the past 12 months?
What was he/she doing?
Didhe/she work at a job or business at any time
during the past three months?



































Was he/sheworkingwithinlast two weeksnot
countingwork aroundthe house?
Even thoughhe/shedid not work, does he/shehave
a iob or business?
Was fie/shelookingfor work or on layofffrom a job?
Which lookingfor work or on layofffrom a job?
What kind of industryor businessis this?
What kind of work was he/shedoing?
Was he/shein privatecompanyor businessor
individualfor wages,salaryor commission?




How manyroom are in
but not the bath
How many bedroomsare
Ask onlY of unrelated
this ...?Countthe kitchen,
in this ...?
















that is a kitchensinkwith pipedwater,a refrigerator
and a rangeor cookstove? - -
Do you have accessto completekitchenfacilitiesin
thishouse?
Do you have accessto a rangeor cookstove?
Do you have accessto a refrigerator
Do you have accessto a sinkwith pipedwater?
Is therepipedwater in thishouse (theseliving
quarters)?
Is thereboth hot and coldwater?
Are thesekitchenfacilitiesused by anyonenot
livingin this household?
What is the main type of heatingsystemyou have?
Do you have air conditioning?
How many motor vehiclesare ownedor regularlyused
for transportationby membersof your family?
Is any languageother than Englishspokenby family
memberslivinghere?
What language?
Which of these incomegroupsrepresentsyour total












Duringthe past 12 months,how muchmoney did





If yes, how much?
Welfarepaymentsor otherpublicassistance?
Data userwork area
If yes, how much?
Unemploymentcompensationor workmen’scompensation?
Data userwork area
If yes, how much?
Governmentemployeepensionor privatepensions?
Data userwork area
If yes, how much?
Dividends,interestor rent?
Data userwork area
If yes, how much?
Net incomefrom theirown business(nonfarm)
professionalpractice,or partnership?
Data userwork area
If yes, how much?
Net incomefrom a farm?
Data userwork area
If yes, how much?
Veteran’spayments?
Data userwork area




If yes, how much?
Any otherincome?
Data userwork area
If yes, how much?
Totalamount
CheckItemB
Are you certifiedto participatein the food
stampprogram?
Are you buyingfood stampsnow?
What is the main reasonyou are
in the program?











































Are you receivingcommodityfoodsnow for your
family?
Why aren’tyou participatingin the program?
Date of exam





















Whatwas he/shedoingmost of the past 12 months?
What was he/shedoing?
Did he/shework at job or businessduringpast
threemonths?
Did he/shework full or part-timewhenworking?
Did he/shework at any timethe last two weeks
not countingwork aroundthe house?
Even thoughhe/shedid not work,doeshe/she
have a job or business?
Was he/shelookingfor work or on layofffroma job?




































Was he/shein privatecompanyor businessor
individualfor wages, salaryor commission?
















































Fooditemlinenumber.● .b......● ............,...,...0..,,... 367-368
Foodgroup.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,....,.● ,......,■ ,........,● ,,.,.... 369-370!














































Use of Special Terms
The term “data user work areaf’ refers to blank areas in the data tape
whidh are reserved for the user as needed.
The ‘term “blank, but applicable”, is used to indicate a data item that
was to have a response for a sample person but none was given. The terms
“blank” and “Not applicabl” refer to data items where the sample person
was not supposed to respond to the question or receive the examination
Compc)nent.
Tomcme fully understand the questionnaire skip patterns and the
categorizations used, see the Plan and Operation of the Second National
Ii
I
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey document included with this





Since there is a separate data record for each food item consumed by
each examined sample person, the total number of records found on the
microdata tape is 347,925. However, there are only 20,322 examined
persons, with one or more data records (one for each food item consumed).
The demographic information is located in tape positions 1-350 on every
data record. However, the tape description for this data shows only the
counts for the total number of examined persons rather than the total
number of data records.
I
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D:MOGF!AJHIC DATA TWE
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SAMPLE SEQUENCE NUMBER I






5371 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a”m... mm.. -*m. m.--. *.. . ..0m. I
1
I
P.O1O DATA USER WIRK AREA ‘. :
I
P. 011 (SEE DETAILED NOTES) I
SIZE OF PLACE 1
I
1-URBANIZED AREA HITH 3?000s 000 OR PIORE. ..n. O.. O..... ●m.=. l
2-URBANIZED AREA 1sO0030JJ0 TO 2~9397999..~.. .aq.....m=asm.
3-URBANIZED AREA hJITH 250s 000 13 999r99? .oc O.. *.m ..0 .....- i
4-URBANIZED AREA UNDER 2503000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
‘5- UR5AN PLACE 25v O110 OR M(3RE OUTSIDE UREA NIZED AREA=-s.-..I
j6-lJRBAN PLACE 10s OOO-24t 939 OUTSIDE URB4NTZED AR EA . . ..o.. .I
‘?-URBAN PLACE 2~500 TO 7?999 JUT SXDE URBANIZED ARE A... .D. .I
8-RURAL . . . . . . . ..ma . . . . ..m .o_..,,.DowDamo._. c.o.0=-o-o-00. 1
~
Pa fl12 (SEE DETAILED NOr ES)
SIISA-NOT SMSA f
I-IN SMSA,” IN CENTRAL CITY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...-.1
2-IN SMSAS NOT Ifl CENTRAL CITY -Bs_a=m m~=*_=. ~m.. =~~*-O. =_o I
q-N~T IN SMSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
I






TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS !
1
I-HOUSING UN IT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I

















NATIONAL HEh LTt-1AW IINJ TRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY - NI-IANESII
DE$!i3GRl~tiICDATA TAPE-S ONTINUED
-..-.. —------ —----- ------- ------— ---— -—----- ------. --. -—-- -. —.-
1
TAPE aOSITION(S) ITEM DESCRIPTION ANII CODES lCUNTRC)L
i COUNTS






l_URBA~J*...... ...... .... *m . . . . . .. m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2-R URAL ............. .... .................. ................;
I
1
P-026 Qll n !
IF RURAL~ ASKED DOES THI S PL ACE HAVE Ill ACRES OR H13RE? I
I -Y ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.. .9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i
:!-ND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s.. s . . . . . . . . . . . !
9-NDT APPL IC ABLE... -..-..,,,.-=. ● =oaoa. maao. m● ,9 *, -......* I
I
!
P.027 Q1l B I
IIF 10 ACRES OR HI)REs ASKED IF IN THE LAST 12 tlONTHS DID ~
SALES OF FARH PRODUCE AND LIVESTOCK AHOJNT TO $50. OR HORE?I
I
‘1-YES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ● . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
i? NO ..-w9..... ● --. .m . . . . 99_. 9am_9w 9*_m9e999m .._-w **mm_ .9 I





IF LESS THAN 10 ACRESJ ASKED IF IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS DID I
!SALES OF FARH PRODUCE AND LIVESTOCK AHOJNT TO S250. OR I
MORE? ~
1- YES ....=......... .........._. _... _w .. .._w ....a. ........I
2-NO 9..*..-... .... **9**. m.. m9. .m*m 9*m. m.*. w9 m.---m.mm- . I
9-NOT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1







TOTAL N UflBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD I
I














NATIONAL HEALTH AND NJTRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY - NHn NES 11
DEMCIGR~PHIC 3ATA TAPE-: ONTINUECI
--—- --------- .. --= ______ - ------ ----- ----- . ----- .---- --—- --, —.- ---------
I
TAPE PC) SIT ION{SJ ITE?4 DESCRIPTION AND CODES l~oNT~~~
I COUNTS
------- --. —-- ------------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------------ -1 - ---- . . .
P- U32-033
TOTAL NUMBER OF SAfJ!PLE ~ERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
121-(15 AS GIUEN.=me.-o..mm_mm--m--- ..a.-.=-.-.=-s.-o.-=..==
SAMPLE PERSON DATA (Pm 034-081)






ONE 3 ERSQN LIVIN3 AL9NE i3R





4S GIUEN ... ...............=. O................ I
i






05-11 MONTHSm.-.m..m..-m..-..-.. .......................... 1



















NATIONAL HEALTH AND NJ TRITIUN EXAMINATION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DE~i OGRi PHIC DATA TA?E-:OFJTINUED
--—.!- --. ---------’ ---------- -------------------- ------ ---- a..- ----— ---- . ----
TAPE ~OSITIO~i S)
I
ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ICUNTROL
~ CCIUNJTS




AGE-YEARS( AT INTERVI EHI I
I
U1._’74 YEAR S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
013w IF LESS THAN 12 MONT HS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s. ..-. I
I
I













I-MALE . . . . . . . . . . . ...”..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
2- FEMA LE....,. m.a.mm..mmamme =am.eam.m.=.=m ● .mmmmm. ma mm.. -. i
I
I
P. 056 Q51 SEE DETAILED NOTES) ;
RACE
1-H HIT E.. *.. .w-s, o..,.-. . . ..s . . . . . .. -s-s .-=..... . . . . . . . . . . I
.2-B LA OK.-.--=- ,0-...=-,a..,a -Om,a,m.a=om=. *-o,===--==.= ..- I
3-U THE R... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m.. *- . . . ..*. . m.. ** *--. *.--* --.*..* 1
!
I
P.t157-058 (I6 ( SEE DETA ILE3 NOTES) I
IN UHAT STATE UAS HE/SHE BORN I
!
01-97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...* .m . . ..m .. * . . ..___ .*...... .. *.*.*. I













1N4TI ONAL HEALTH AND NJ TRITION .EXA~IPJATION SURVEY - NH ANES 11
DE!l!3GRhPHIC DATA TAPE-Z ONTINUE9
-. —-.. ------------ ------ ------------- ------- -—--- —---- ---—- ----- --
TAPE ~OSITIilFJ(S)
I
ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES !CONTROL
[ COUNTS
P. 059
~S HE/S:: F!ARRIED, HIDOHED, DI!fK)RCED, Separated OR NEVER
MARRIED
1-UNDER 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2-MARITIED---=- ma-aemm-.smmw .-.m.-mm...--m- ● mw. -m. .ammmmm m-m
3-U TDOHED ... .... .*.. *...*-.. ** .. ...* .*.* *..--. .- **.***... .
4-DIVORCED mm*99.9 mm*. .*.9. 99-. m. *.9* .*m. -.m - . . ..-. 9 *m. ● a-.
5-S EPARATED ......... .... ........ .................. ........
6-NEVER MARR IED ..... ...... ................................
B-BLANK, BUT APPLICf18L E................. ..........*. -... -.
F}.fJ60-1161 .Q*.
NATURAL QRIGIM OR ANCESTRY
01- COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL OR SOUTH AMERICA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D2-CHTCAN3 *....=.* .. .... ........ ......900.-0.0..0.9.0.,9..
03- CU3AN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . ...*..........*..-..*.-.***
04- HE XI CAN_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..e. a m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05- HE XI CANO . . . . . ...*..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...9.
06-t4EXI CAN-A ME XI CAN..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=......
07-PUERTO RI CA N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.. .s . . . .
D8-0T!4ER SPA NISH..... ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OS-OTHER EURO PEANr SUCH AS GERflANs FRENC,i sENGLISHSIRISH . . . .
LCI-BLACK9 NEGRO 0!? AFRO - AM ER ICON..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
II-AMERICAN INDIAN GR ALASKAN NATIVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12-ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER SUCH AS
CHINE SE ZJAPANES:SKOREANJ PHI LIP PIN095AH9A N.. ....*. do-*.....








119- NON E (REGARDLESS OF A3E) . . . . . ..s. ..m. m ● 0-. .000*000090 .9. ;
~1-28- ELEMENTARY GRR DES (1-3J...a,m=amam •-**_==*s*_-=-~- ● m I
31-34-HIGH SCHOCt L (1-4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t
41-45 -cclLLEGE fl-5+1 . . . . . . .. m. . ..*.*.... .m....**.*......*-






































ITEq II ES CR IPTIOV AND CODES ICCINTROL
i COUNTS






1-Y ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---. ..a---. --m-. -.-- .-m. .mm ... I
2-N D.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..== . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mI
8-BLANK, HUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. I
I
P.065 Q1OA 1
HHAT HAS HE/SHE DOING DURING HOST OF THE PAST 12 HOS. ? I
!
l-bIORK ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
2-KEEPING H2uSE . . . . . . . . . ..s . . . . . .._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
3- SOME THIFJG EL SE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
?3-BLANK9 RUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. -, . . . . . . . . .. s.= ,S,..s..am.am...- . ..., I
I
1
?.066 (J1O B I
WIAT UAS HE/SHE DOING? ]
1-L AYOFF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
2- RETTRED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...... ..*----, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
3- STU5ENT wm.-.-m=.- =--.*-***- -_*mw..-.. ww..m.w.w. ● .*_*. m.. !
4- IL L.m . . . . .. m.._ . ..m . . . . . ..mm. .m. .m_mw. w.. .e . . . ..e. m.. . . . I
5-STAYING !-L I ME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [
6-LOOKING FOR U3RK_. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=. s . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
7-U NAELE TO U2R!( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
FPBLANKs BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
O-OTHER. .--mmmmw-.. ● .vm. -mwmm ● _.*a*-mmw -m.*m..-*m w.---=...





HE/SHE UDRK AT A d03 OR
PAST THREE MONTHS?
1-YES ........................... . . . . . ..= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
3- BLANK3 BUT APPLICABL E......,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=. ,s.1


























NBTIOIJAL HZALTH AND NJ TRITIQN EXAWIWTION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA TAPE-: ONTINUED
- .— --- ----m- ------ ------- -------------------- ------ ------- ----—- ---- ,-
TAPE PO SIT ILIN(S) ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ~CCJNTROL
I COUNTS




DID HE/ Sl-lE HORK FULL OR PART TIME UHEN UORKING? .1
l-FULL TIM E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1’
2-PART TIM E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8-BLANK, !3U7 AP?LICA 13LE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I





HAS HE#SliE lfDRKING UITHIN LAST TMLl UEEKS NOT COUNTING UORK]
AROUND THE HOUSE? I
I -YES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..mm . . . . . . . . . ..e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;
2-N~ . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . I
3-BLANKs BUT APPLICA BLE ................. .......... ........ I











2-rNcl. **0*99*999 890-9 =Q 9899*=0 -9*0* 00 **0090- - *-*9090*999--● i
8-BLANKs BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I




HAS HE/SHE LOOKING FOR dORK OR ON LAYOFF FROf4 A JOB? i
I
I-YES. .............. .............m. mme.. ----- .--a. ..-a... - I
2-N9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=. ..s. -=.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i
!3-BLANKJ BUT APPLICA BLE. =mamao, o ● oa. =o=ao--so, oa moo●Q- O.=01
BLANK. -..... .--- a*...... -------- .m..-m__.-__.-...--..-_m_ - I
I
I
Pm f172 Qll n
uHICH LOOKING FOR UDRK JR ON LAYOFF FROM A JOB? :
1-LOOK ING ... ........ ..................................... .1
2-L AYOFF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. *........*-..-.....-*.- .-...
3-B OTH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;
z3-13LANKs BUT APPLI CA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-= 3.. .s. . ●*.. .=. ==1=I



















NATIONAL HEALTH AND NJr RI TION EXAMINATION SURVEY - NHANES II
DEHCIGRt PHIC DATA TAPE-: OIUTINUED
--—- --. --— ---------- ----------- ---------------- .------------- ----- ,..-
T5PE ~DSITION( S)
I
ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ICONTROL
I COUNTS
1-.- —-- ---—- ------------- ------------ —---- ------ ---------- --------
I
!
P. 073-(!75 Q12B (SE= DETAILED NOTES) ;
uHAT KIND OF INDUSTRY 03 BUSINESS IS THIS? :
c17-99S (LAST DIGIT 7S8f 9 )_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-e I
Otl C-BLANKs HUT APPLI CABLE...............*.= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
I
I
P. 076-078 Q12C [SEE DETAILED NOTES) I
UHAT KIND OF UORK HAS HE/SHE DOING? 1
!
Ilnl-992-OCCUPATION (LAST DIGIT n- G ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
OIIU-BLANK, BUT APPLI CA BL E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
9LAP!K . . . . ..m . . .. m. . . . . . . . . . . . . .= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
I
I
P. 079 Q12E I
UAS HE/SHE IN PRIVATE C3MPaNV OR BUSINESS OR UORKIN6 FOR I
INDIVIDUAL FOR UA6ESJSALARY9 OR C~HfJIISSION? I
1
1-P RI VA TE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i
2-A FEDERAL GOUT EMPLOY: E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..O... ● . . . . . . . . . . I
3-A STATE G2VT EMPLOYEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
4-A LOCAL GOUT EMPLOYEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . ..=.....!
5- INCORPORAT ED-3 UN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i
6-SELF-EMPLOYED {OR FAR~ l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
7-WORKING UITHOUT PAY 11 FAYILY BUSINESS OR FARM . . . . . . . . . . 1
3-NEVER uORKZD . . ..a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
11-ii LANKt BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I




DID HE/SHE EVER SERVE Iq THE ARMED FORCES OF THE U-S. ? I
I-YFS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*. ..* . . .-*.. -...* . . . . . . ;
2-N O.. m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8-BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s.=... = . . . . . . . . ...!
























NATIONAL HEALTH AND NJTRITIDN EKiiAIhlATION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DEFIOGRi PHIC DATA TAPE-: ONTINUEO
-.—- ..--. — ------ -------- ------------ —--— —---- ------—-—- —-----








ldi+EN DID HE/SHE SERWE? !
I
1-U IETIJAH. ................................................ I
2-KOREAN MAR ● *.. -mm **m . . ..*. m*m. . ..wmm mm.. . . .. a..... . . . . . . I
3-kJORLIY MAR 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
+U(3RLD WAR 1....... ...................................... I
5-POST VIE TVAq ...... ........................ .... .......... I
G-OTHER SERVICE.=-=.=, ,.oo.m...,a,coc =.=-OCOO-,DO-O =,om_nol
8-BLANK, BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .a . . . . . . . . . ..a . . . . . . . .
9-DO NOT KNEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o.s.a.-..is.-.-is.m.---. !
BLANK.................... m.. -msomn- . . . ..-. -.-. om n--- ..w. a- 1
I
P-082-090 DATA USER UIIRK AREA :
I
I














MANY ROOHS ARE IN THIS.. ? COUNT THE KITC+lENQ BUT NOT ~
BATH-
ROOMS . . . . ...-.-........=-. -.-s.. ---- m---- .-a---- .m.. m. !
Ot? MORE ROO?l S . . . . . . . . . ..s . . . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...=. I
Q14B
MANY BEDROOMS ARE IN THIS - ?
BE DRCOtlS - MORE THAY 7 BEDROOMS
Q14C
c!) lx D












COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES IN YOUR LIVING WJARTERSC THAT [
IS fiKITCHEN SINK UITH PIPED UATER? A REFRIGERATOR AND A I
RANGE OR COO KS TOVE?
:
1-Y ES..... ...... ........ ............. ............... ....=. I
2-N O.......... .. .... ........ *... ......*. .**- .... .....-. .m- !

















NATIONAL HEALTH AND NJ TRITION EMA~INATION SURUEY - NHANES 11
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA TAPE-: ON TINUED
- - —.-. ---—.. -.-. .--. --. -—----- .------- .-------— ---- ----——.----
TAPF POSITI!3N{ S)
I
ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ]CONTRt3L
! C9UNTS
-1-- —--- ----------- ---- ------------ --- ------------- --------- . ------ -
I
1
Pm I)94 Q15A ;
Pfl YOU HAVE ACCESS TO C3HPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES I!d THIS j
HOUSE? I
I
l-y~s . . . . ..m. e . . ..m. m.m. ..m. ● . .* . . .*- .*--. . . . . . . . . . . . . .**. [
2-N O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ● I
R-BLANKz BUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I




DO YOU HAVE BCCESS TO A RANGE OR CO OKSTOVE? !
I
I-YFS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.. . . .. * . . . . .--.. .*... **.... ..*. * !
2- N O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..w~. .m. . .me-...mm.-... . . I
8-BLANK* RUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
BLANK. .sa_ . . . . ..o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
I
I
P. 096 Q15B I
00 YOU HAVE ACCESS TO A REFRIGERATOR? I
I
1-YES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
2_NOo..._am..m *_mwmmw_m._m.m ..ma.mm..a.m.m .a.w.a.amammwa ● - I
8-BLANK* RUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . ...*... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1




DO YOU HAVE ACCESS TO A SINK HITH PIPED UATER? I
I
1-YES ......... .. .............. .. ................ .. .... . . . . I
2-N O...... .... .. .... .... .............*.~*. *.......s .......]
8-BLANK3 BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . ...= .m . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m . . ..~
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!
I
!
P. 098 Ql SC t
IS THERE PIPED UATR IN THIS HOUSE (THESE LIVING I
QUARTERS]? !
!
l-Y FS . . ..* . . .._ . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.. .**.. **. ..-. -*...= I
2- NO . . . . . . . ..-.. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
8-BLAFJK1 RUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . ...1























NATIONAL HEALTH AND NJ TRITIf3hl E)(AYI!’iATION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DE~OGR3PHIC DATA T4PE-:ONTINUED
----- ..______ ------ ---- _____ ___— —_. -= ____ ..-
1
TAPE ~DSITI$3N( S) ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ICDNTR(IL
I CT3UN TS
------ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ------ --- ------- ------ -- J ------- -
1
i
P. 099 Q1 SD I
IS THERE BOTH HOT AND C3LD WATER? I
~
l-Y ESmm-ma m-. *mm*. -mmm. --. m. ..ea-.. --.. mmem-.. --.. .--m. --.
~-Nfl_m_sa-.aoo ● m=-m-m. mm. wm. . . . ..--. m=mwm- .=.m=~=m.mm..m .- 1
S-BLANK, BUT APPLICA BLE. ..=.....*....*.. . . . . . . . . ..~ . . . . . ..l




ARE THESE KITCHEN FACILITIES USZD BY ANYONE NOT LIVING IN I
THIS HOUSEHOLD? 1
I
l-Y ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i
? -N Oa . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m. m.. ..ma . . ..m. .ao. ..m. ...m.m.wmm,..o . . I




P. 101-102 Q16 !
HIHAT IS THE HAIN TYPE OF HEATING SYSTEM YOU HAVE? 1
I
11-STEAM OR HOT HATZR SYSTEM ---------------------- .---.-=-[
12-CENTRAL HARM AIR FURNACE WITH DUCTS TO INDIVIDUAL ROOMS I
OR CEh!TRaL HEAT PUM’t FO?CED AIR)...---s---=...---... --..-. f
13-BUILT IN ELECTRIC UNIT SZ?E3HANEWTLY INSTALLED IN UALLJ ]
CEILING OR 5A SEHOARD ....~ .....s ......m.. .._. m..........._. I
lIfI-FLOORs HALL OR PIPELESS FUR NAME ------ ...m...o---......-
I!5-CIRCULATING,
1
RADIANT OR ROOM HE ATERSt MITH FLUE OR i
V!: NT, BURNING GAS1 OIL 3R KEROSENE ----------------- .-.--.-[
16- C!f F(CULATINSJ RADIANTJ OR ROOtl HEATERS {NOT PORTABLE) I
WITHOUT FLUE OR VENT BU?NING GAS? tlIL OR KEROSENE,--.-.-O, 1
1’7-FIq EPLACE OR STilti ES BURNING COALr idOOD OR CO KE. .= JB..00* I
18-PORTABLE ROOM HEATERS OF ANY KILO.--......-.-.-.-.-.--- I
15-SOME OTHER TYPE . . . . . . .= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
211-NONE, UNIT IS NOT HE4TED. -- S- . . ..- ..-- . . . ..-. .-*--....- I
8H-13LANKs BUT Applicablet-m-w--.--m .wm*mmm9m8 .09-w9*=.- _9 m** I
I
t 1
P.1113 al 7 1
DC! YOU HAVE AIR CO ND IT13NIN6?
!
l--YESm INDIVIDUAL R30M ‘KNIT. .............................. I
2-YES? CENTRAL AIR CO NDIT ION ING...... ... ........ ..........{
3.1.NG-............... ....................- ...........==---- I































NATIONAL HEALTH AVD NJ TRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY - NHANES II
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA TAP E-: ONTINUEII
----- ,-------- ------ -. ------------ --- .-— . ---—- ------- --------- ------- -
I
TAPE ~OSITIONt S) I~E}! DESCRIPTION ANO CODES ICDNTRDL
I COUNTS









0-N’3NE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . ..= . . . . .. -s. . . . . . . . . i
P.105 Q19n
IS ANY LANGUAGE OTHER TI-IIAN ENGLISH SPOKEN BY FAHILY
MEMBERS LIVING HERE?
I -Y ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2- NO. .09. a. ...9. 99*. .9. ..9m *9..* 9..*mm-mm*.*.--m ● 9*a *9....
q- BLANKq BUT APPLICA BLE ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P~ 106 Q19B
UI-IATLAN GUiiGE
U GERHAri.. a s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-I TALI AN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2-FRENCH. .9m. ._m9m9. . 9-...999-. ● .99. a**99m 9_*m9*o *9._ 9.9--
3- POLISH ........ ........................*. **m.. *0. ..**..**
~-R USSIAN . . . . . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 -SPANISH-=*., ● -.mmm. ag. mw. m.m.m.m.mwwm-.. ● m=m. me. mm. ..m mm
5-CHINESE. 999* 90. w9_a -ae.-~-.mws .-99999--.9 99m*a9..9_* ..9.
7-OTHER LANGUAGE .... ............ ........ ..................
8-BLANKs BUT APPLICABLE.......... .... ... ...... .. ....x .....
9-NOT AP?LICA9LE .... ........................s ........- ....
P.107-108 Q20[SEE DETA ILE9 NOTES)
UHICH OF THESE INCOME G30UPS REPRESENTS






11-UNDER SIS 000.........=- ...... ........... ......... ...... I
12- S1s 000-1, 939 . .... ................. ... .......... .. ......I
13-%2, 000-2s99q .-..-.*. ....--.* ....*... s, ------ .. -.0.0. ..*- 1
14- S39UDQ-3, 99?* ..*..*... .....*.*.*..*-*-.....**.. .. **..*. I
15-$49000 -49999 . .. .. .....**. ..** .....-*. *.*.*.** *.........1
16-$5, ~OD-5q399 .....................s .....-. ~... a... ......1
17-.$5~000-6~ 999 . .... ..... .m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. m...... . . . . . . . . ;
1S-%73000- ?,999 . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19- S10*OOO-14 ,939 ....... ..m. m... *... *.....*.. *.**.*. . ...*.
I



























NiTXDNAL HEALTH AND NJ TRITION EXA’IINATION SIJRUEY - NiiANEs 11
DE!40GR3PHIC OATA TAPE-CONTINUED
------------------- ------------ ------ -,. —-. ------ -------- ------- . .--.-
TAPE PDSITIDNIS) ITEM !lESC .lPTXON AND CODES ~CO ,TROL
{ COUNTS




P’.1I37-108” 020( SEE DETAILE3 NOTES) I
UHICH OF THESE INCOHE 630 UPS REPRESENTS YOUR TOTAL !
COMBINED FAMILY INCOME FOR THE PAST 12 HONTHS? 1
21-$20 ~000-24z999 . . . . . . . . . . . .. = . . . . . . . . . ...==... . . . . . . . . . .
22-$25 VO00 AND OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i




DURING THE PAST 12 FIONTHSt HOM MUCH HONEY DID YOU AND ALL I
MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY RECEIVE IN WiGES OR SALARIES 5EFOREI
DEDUCT I OhLS? I
!3000-5999 AYCJUNT
i
● *........ . * 9*.....*. - 9 . . . . . . . . . . .*...--,, I
8988 -3 LANK~ BUT APPLICAB LE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !




SOCIAL SECURITY OR RAILROAD RETIREMENT? I
I
1-YES ..... ...... .... ..................e. -area-=.. mm-... mm. = I
2-N O........ ........ ................................ . . . . . .








IF YESS HOU MUCH? I
I
01138 -682S 5!~D~NT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
88i98-3Lh NKs3uT APPLICAEI r-------- .-=. .-*9 -, *----- -D9sm 9.= ● 99 I




HELFARE PAYMENTS OR OTHSR PUBLIC aSSISTANCE? !
!
1- YES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
2-X2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8-HLANK, RUT APPLICA BLE . ................ ...........-.. m... I






















NATIONAL HEALTH /4VD NJTRITIC)N CXAYINATION SURVEY - NHANES II
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA TQPE-:CMTINIJED
--—- —----- -- ----------- ----- ----- --.. -— ----- ------ --—- ----------- -
TAPE ‘O SIT ION(S)
I
ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ICONTROL
I CD UNTS
1----- -------- --------------- ----- ----- ----- . ---------- -------- ----- —--
P.12U DATA USER UDRK
P. 121-124









0012-6800 AYDUNT .... .... ...... .......... .......... ..... ...I
988 F-B LAhKt BUT APPLICABLE ............................m.. .l





UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION OR ,UORKHENSS COMPENSATION ;
1-Y ES . . . . . . . . . . . ..= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
2-N O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8-BLANK, EUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
I
I




IF YESr HOU HUCH? ;
!
0015-5640 A903NT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...=... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8888-B LA NKs3UT APPLI CA BL E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1





GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE PENSION OR PRIVATE PENS ZONS? ;
1-Y ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
2-N O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8-BLANK, BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . {

















NATIONAL HEALTH A’d D NJ TR1T19N EXA’+Ill AT ION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DEYOGR4PHIC DATA TAPE-CONTINUED
.. —-— -.Z -. ----------- ----- ----------- ------ ---— —--- -------- .. ---
TAPE PO SIT12Ni S1
1
ITEM DES CR ID T”IflU AND CODES IC(’)NT?DL
] C!IUNTS
I-. —--- .—---- ------- ---------- -------- ----------------- -----*. -----.-
P. 132 DATA USER UURK
P. 133-136
IF YESS HOH MUCH?
I
0936-2000 At’40UNT . . . . . . . . . . . ..a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
98 SP-BLANK, BUT APPLICAB- E . . . ..o . . . . . . . . ...*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I




DIVIDE N13SS INTEREST OR RENT? I
1-Y ES.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
2-N O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. .s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9-BLANK, BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1
1




IF YES? liOU MUCH? I
I
00i1l-520Zl AM OUNT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
82’8S-HLANKS3UT APPLICAB- E.= . . . . . . . ..-. O. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
BLANK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*. I
P41B1+3 Q22F
NET INCOME FROM THEI R OdN
PRACTICEQ OR PARTNERSHIP?
BLIS1 NESS IN ONFARM ) PROFESSIONAL
i
1- YES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.
2-N O. . . . . . . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*..... . . . . . ..-
3-L QSS . . . . . . . . . . ..* . . . . ...=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8- f3LANKs BUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






















N#iTIONAL HEALTH AND NJ TRITION EKAYINATION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DEYOGR3PHIC DATA T4PE-: ONTINUED
.. —---- ------ ------- .— ---- ------ ----—- .—-— - ------ ------. — -------
TAPE ?~SITi9N(Sl
I
ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ICONTRJ3L
I C13UNTS
-------------- ------- --------------------- ------- ---------- -1 --------
P.144 DATA USER UC)RK
P.145-1+8









0001-5800 AMOUNT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8a8R-SLCNK, dUT APPLI CA BL E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;




NET IN COtlE FROH A FhRt4? I
I
l-YES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*. 1
2-N O* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . ...**.*..*-...*.- . . ...*.-.. t
3-L OSS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8-BLANKs BUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
13LAtiK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
I
I




IF YESS HOU HUCH?
;
0000-5500 AHOUNT . . . . . . . . . . . ..s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8888-9 LANIt, RUT APPLI CA BL E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-- . . . . . ..==..... I





1- YES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*.. *...-* I
2- NCI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8-BLANK, BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..[
















HEALTH AYD NJ TRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY
DEW(l GR4PHIC OATA TAP E-20NTINUED
- NHANES II
- .----— ----- __












88 B!3-BLANKqEIUT APPLICAB.Em-o-.*mmc-.m.m- .mmc.m-mom.mo..om.
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P .161 Q221
ALIHONY? CHILD SUPPORT 3R OTHER SIJPPORT FROH PERSONS NOT
IN HOUSEHOLD?
l-YES ............m_ . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
e-nja . . . .. o..... . . . . . * . ...*..*. . . * . .* -.-.*.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E-BLANK, BUT APPLICABLE*-......*....=- .mm-s-..mmo.---mmo-.
!3LANK . . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P.162 DATA USER UDRK AREh
P.163-166
IF YES? HOW MUCH?
f1020-59C10 AMOUNT ● of....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
?38fi!&9LAh!Ks BUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLACK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P.167 Q22J
ANY OTHER INCOME?
l- YES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2- ND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..mm. *.** . . . .*. *.**.*.*- . . . . . . . . . .
~-13LANKq HUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

















NAT IDNAL HEALTH AUD NJTRITI~N EXA!IINATION SURVEY - NHANES II
DEt4QGRl PHIC DATA TAPE-S ONTINUED
...--. --_.— ---.—- ----— ------------------ ------------ ------— -------









IF YES? HOH MUCH? ;
I
011C3-5403 AMOUNT .... .......... .. ........ .......... ........i
888 EI-9LANKy BUT APP. ICA3LE ...... ..........................1
BLANK ..... .......... ............ ................ ...... ....1
i
P. 173-176 1
TOTAL AHOUNT (Q 21 & 22J !
00110-6999 AMOUNT -a---...,. gmmm..am-w **---9-*-. .*w*mm. .*m-m ~
8888-BLANKs BUT APP. ICA3L~--90* 99 D--mo m-=--o 0,.,---.0 .0 ,00.





CHECK ITEM B I
2-FOOD STAMPS AVALIA13LE ................. .......... ........ I
4-BOTH - FOOD STAMPS ANI COMMODITIES...... .......... ...... I
!
P ● 173 Q23A I
ARE YOU CERTIFIED TO PARTICIPATE IIu THE FOOD STAMP I
PROGRAM? I
1
I-Y ES. ...... .... .... ...................................... i
2-N O.. ............ .. .......... ..........s......... ........ I
8-BLANKs BUT APPLICA BLE . ................ .................. I
9- D!3NT KNOU ......~....... .................. .s.....o...ac., I
I
I
P. 179 Q23B i
ARE YOU BUYING FOOD ST At4PS MOU? I
I
1-YES, REGULAR LY .... .... ................... ............... ]
2- YES7 OCCASI ONALLY ..................... ......-. =. .....s.. I
3-N O............ .... .................... .. ..... ........... I
8-BLANKs BUT APPLICA BLE .....-. .=.........m ................l




















NATIi3NAL HEALTH AY13 NJ TRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY - NHANES II
DEH9GRQPHIC DATA TAPE-E ONTINUEIY
--, —--- ------- ---- ------------------------ ---—-- ------------- ------ -
TAPE ~OSIT113Nf S) ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ~ct3NTRu
I COUNTS




UHAT IS THE HAIN REASON YOU ARE NOT PARTICIPATING IN THE I
PR4)GR/l F!?
!
1-ND NE ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
2-NOT ENOUG+ MONEY AT T+E TIME .................... .. ......1
3-NO TRANSPORT AT I ON . . . . . . . . . ..=.....- . . . . ...-.........*=*- !
4-P RID E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . ..-.. * . . .- . ..-- . . . . ...** I
5- OTHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t
9-B LANKJ BUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . ...-.-=-= =-009*09=--=**-9-=I




ARE YOU CERTIFIED FOR CJ?4f40DITY DISTRIBUTION PROGRM?
I-YES...........-*.......*.* ...* O...* .*- *==*= *.. .*.*..* ... ;
2-NO .ammmm-mm. *..omm-woo ● -.w=. w-. ww-m.m.mmwm .m.-.mm..m ● m- 1
‘9-DO NOT KNU W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. =--. .. s .-.=----- ● _ Q*=---_=-- 1
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .m. m . . . ..m. m.. m..... -. -- . . . . . . . . . . ...6 I
I
P.182 92*B ~
,ARE Y(MJ RECEIVING COMMODITY FOODS NOM FOR YOUR FM ILY?
!
l-Y ES$REGULARY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
:2- YESS 0CCASIJ3NA LLY . . . . . ..a . . . . . . . . . . .._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
:3-N O* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •0*0-*.*-**o~_==o.9..**=- _ 1




WY ARENWT YOU PARTICIPATING IN THE PROGRAH? 1
1
I.-NO NE ED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
2-NO TRANSPIRATION_ ..ms.,,~m,mmsm ,.-,-.*S..--.S ● m-_. -s-em- 1
3-? RIDE._._*_. ● . . . ..~. emmmw. m__we_a.**.w.w_ w._*w*_w__.m_* * I
+-OT~~R.--.-=. . - . = . . . . . . . . . . . .S . . . . . . . ..S. s ● cmo, oomooommo , I
8-BLANK, RUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a . . . ..j


















NJAT IONAL HEALTH AVD NJ TRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY - NHANES 11
.0E?!05RAPHIC DATA TAPE-: ONTINUED
-.—--- --—--- --------- -------------------- —--— -------- ----— -------
TAPE PO SIT ION( S)
I
ITEtl DES C~I?TION AND CODES IC!3WT?OL
I CIJUNTS
---------- -..—- ----- --—- ----- ------ --—- ----- —--— -------- +_ ---------
I
I
P. 184-185 {CONTROL RECORD) I
~DATE OF ~AM HONTH 1
01-12 ....... ........ ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
!
P. 186-187 (CONTROL RECORDI I
DATE OF EXAM DAY I
I
00-31 .._m . . ..*m. .* . . . ..*m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
I
!
P. 188-189 (CONTROL RECORD) I
DATE OF EXAM YEAR I
I




AGE YE ARS{AT EXAMINATION) I
I
01-75 YEAR S.. - . . . . .. = . . . . . . . . . ............ ........ ........!
00-IF LESS THAN 12 ‘lONTi S OR ND N- EXA~l NO D.. ....... ........ 1
I
I




RACE SEX RECODE FOR SAH’LE PER SDN{SEE DETAILED NOTES) I
I
1-MALE? UN IT E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.. _*-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .=. I
2-M ALE J BLACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ** -* ---. * .---. *-- . . . . ...-**--- I
3-II! ALE I OTHER ............................... ........ ......[
4-FEMALEs MI TE...... .... ....._. ........ ..................
5-FEMALE, Black . .................................. ....... .
6-FEf+ALEv OTHER . .... ........-. -. ..-. .... ...... .... ........1
I
I
P.2U7 (SEE D~AILED NDTES) I
FARP!9 NON- FARH RECODE F3 R SAMPLE PERSON I
I
l-F fiRfl.............. ................ .... ........ .. ........

















NATTDNAl_ +lEALTH AtiD NJTRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY - NHANES II
DENi3GRlPHIC BAT.4 TAPE-: CJNTINUED
-- —..- .. --— ----- -----— ---_-- ------ ------ —___ ---— _____ ______ _____ _
!
TAPE ?flSIT ItlN( S) ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ICONTROL
1 COUNTS




, INIERUIEU STATUS I
1-I NTERVIEWED ........... ................ .................. ;
I
1
P.2ci9 (SEE DETAILED NOTES I I
REGION 1
I
I-N ORTHEAST.. ........ ... ..s ..... ........ ..................1
2-MIDWEST9 ...,- -.-a=msa..sams ● O.m. -sm=m o-.. a-aa.gms~..... .]
3- SOUTH ............. .......**... ..*.. *.* *a.*.*...*.. ......1
4-W EST .... .......... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a . . . ..l
I
I
P.21O-2I2 [SEE DETAILED NOTES] I
POVERTY INDEK(X.XX) I
1
001-8 f10(AS 51 VEW )................... .... .........+.. .s+







P. 247-248 93 I
AGE YEARS !
I
15-99 YE ARSIF!ORE THAN 130 Ci3DED AS 99) ......s ... .. ........1
I
I






01-12 MONTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
8&i3LANK, BUT APPLI:ABL: 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. m.**._. .9. . I
1--
P.213-246 DATA USER UORK AREa












NATIONAL HEALTH AYD NJ TRITION EXAVINATION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DEkl DGRt PHIC DATA TAPE -: ONTINUEO
- .— ---— ——— ----- ----- ----- ---------- -----— -------------- -------
TAPE ?9SITIOrJ[Sl
!
ITE% DESCRIPTION AND CODES [CONTROL
1 COUNTS






00-99 YE AR.. .m.. m.m. ..mm. .m. .m ...-..m**-=**_==.*.=m~*~m ● -- !
{
I
P. 255 Q4 I
SEX 1
I-R ALE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
2-FEM.4LE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..e . . . . . . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
1
P. 256 Q5 ;
RACE(SEE DETAILED NDTES) I
I
l-~~xT~--- m.. m.=- .om. . . ..-. o . . . . . . ..s . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
?-BLACK...*-*- . . ..m. mw. .a ._. mm..m..mwo..o _vw.w__=_.m_. --w= I
3-O THE R*.....*...*...*.. . . . . .. *. ** -------------- . . . . . . . . . . I
I
I
P.257-258 Q6 t SEE DETA ILE3 NOTES] I
IN WIAT STATE HAS +lE/SIiE BORN?
I
01-97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O- = ---9 *- =------- =----* •~=*---.=-





IS iiE/::E HA RRIEDs HIDOUEDS DIVORCEDS SEPERATED, DR NEVER i
MARRIED? I
I
1-UNDER 17 .. ........ ............ ...............a ....a..... I
2-W ARRIED ............... *..*.* *- ....*--. *.-.-.. -** --....-* I
3-M IO OWED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
4-D~~~RCED _.= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
5-S EPA RATE D- . . .- . . .- . . .. ---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 1
6-NEVER MARRXED...-..-...-..-... -.-. --=. - . . . . . ..s. . . . . . . . - I


















NATIONAL i-i ZALT!i AMO NJ TRITION EXAMINATION SURUEY - NHANEs 11
DEH~GR~DHIc DATA TADE-~ oNTINuED
-.—=- ----- .-. . . . . ------ _____ ----- ----- ------ -_-— ---- ------ —. ----- ___
TAPE ~!3SITI!IN(S}
I
ITEE4 DE2CRIPTIO;V AND CODES lC13NT~OL
~ CO U ~1T:3
1-..—- ---------- ----- ----- ______ ----- ----- ----- ______ _____ ___
I
1
P. 26il-261 Q8 i
I NATURAL ORIGIN OR ANCESTRY? I
I
C1-COJNTRIES CF CENTRAL OR SOUTH AMERICA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
02-& HIc ANo m. *.-...* 9*w.-.-9w* .*** m*m. mm .*-__ m. m-. *mww_*.. I
03- CUBAhI . . ..a. mm.. . ..-....*. . . . . .. **m. wmm. .a. mm. *mm- .a. m.. I
Q4-MEXI CAN . . ..m . . . . . . . . . ..m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
05- ftEYICAl10 . **-**.*.. . . . ...=-.. m . . .. mm-mm .a. *m. mm*m ● ...*. 1
06-!’! EqIc Un-Americ an..... **. **......*.***....*.. . . . . . . . . . . . I
97-PUERTO RICAN.s.oa_* ., . .,--=-... a.omc.o=~.=. s.,.-oomm,.. I
08- CITHER SPANISH................+. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
05-2THER EURDPEAN$ SUCH AS GERMANw FRENC.+ rEMGLISH~IRISH . . . . I
1O-ELACK? NZGRO OR AFRO -AMERICAN -*_. .-mm... . .***...*. . ..*. !
11-AMERICAN INDIAN :2R ALASKAN NAT IVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
12-ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER SUCH AS I
CHINES E, JAPANESE, KOqEAN, PHIL12PIN0, SAMOAN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
13-ANOTHER GROU? NOT LIST ED. = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
88-13LANKJ BUT APPLIfl ABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...]
I
I
P. 262-263 Q9A I
HIGHEST GRADE ATTENDED 1
1
00- NON E(REGARDLESS OF A; E) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
21-28-ELEMENTARY GRADES { 1-9 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
31-34-HIGH SCFODL (1-41 .a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
41-45-COLLEGE {I-5+ ) . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I





1-YES ..... ...... .................................. ........i
2-~~.. *....**...**...=.. *m-** ****= -m ..*. ..*....* *.*..**.-. i
8-BLANK, BUT APPLICA 6~_E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-- . . . . . . . . . .. s.. I
RAN K.. ..................... ..-..................... ....s. I
1
1
P. 265 Q1OA !
UHAT HAS tIE/SHE DOING M3ST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS? I
l-M~RKI NG . . . . . . . . ..m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i
2-KEEPING H~US E- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
3- St3METHING ELsE.. m*. _.. . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
8-8 LANK~ i3UT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
































NATIONAL HEALTH A’dD NJ TRITION EKA!!INATION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DEFI05R3PHIC DATA TAPS-CONTINUED
-.—. —---— ------ ------ ------ ------ -------—---- ------ -----—- ------ -
TAPE ?OSITIDN{S)
!
ITEH !YESCRIPT19Y ANI) CODES ICON TROL
I COIJNTS
1.. —--- ------------ ------ ------ -- ------------ -— ---- ------- -- —--- -
i
P.266 Q1OB ;
(WHAT UAS HE/SHE D01N6? I
1-L AYOFF ........ ...*. O.. ....*......-*o00o-*.--oo ....=-.-.. 1’
2- RETIRED ..... .. .... ........-. .................... ........ I
3-STUD EN T......9-. -= Q=-= 0*-9 -00.9DD. ● ,-D*o **o-=-D=--- ● --09 I
4-ILL.........*. ● mmm. mw. . . ..-. .w ..mm.mmm_.m__m*- ● e* a-m-_-m t
5-STAYING H3HE .......... ..................s ............... I
6-LOOKING FOR UdRK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7-uNABLE To CO RK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a. c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
S- BLA/IJK, BuT APPLI CA BL E...... . . . . . . . ..o. a.. .m ..a.. .*o. =a[a[
O-O THE R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




DID HE/SHE HORK AT JOB 3R BUSINESS DURIH6 PAST THREE !
HONTHS ? I
I
I-YES....... .. ...... ...............-.. *--* -*. *.. -.*-*..... 1
2-N9 ...... .. .. ...... ........-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. 1
E!-BLANKs BUT APPLICA BLE ...................- ....... ........1
BLANK **-.D-.9.9. -m. .m=. m..9 D **.*.-**-= ● . . . ------- w*m*m-mm- !
:
P. 268 Q1OD 1
DID HE/Sl-lEUORK FULL OR PART TIME MHEN UORKIN6? I
I
l-FULL TIME ● -m- . . . ..m .w-*m-m*_m ammm.wm... .O-...mmm= . ..=--. t
2-PART TIME.. ............ ....... .............. ..........=. I
8-BLANK* BUT APPLICA BLE . ................ ............... .. .I
BLANK m.. m... m..... ● . . ..e. .m. m*m. m... mm..m..mmmmmmmm.. ● ..-. I
P. 269 Q1lA
DID HE/SHE UDRK AT ANY TIME THE




l-y~s. . . . . . . . . . . . . -..-...m.aa.-.... *.*....--.*....... ...=. I
2-N!Y...... ................................................I
8-BLANK BUT A~PLICA3LE. o.,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





















NATIDNAL HEALTH AND NJTRITION EXA!!INATIGN SURUEY - NHANES II
DEYli)GR~PHIC DATA TAPE-CONTINUE!)
.-—--- .--—-. -------- --------------------- --------------- ------------
TAPE ~3SITIUN(S)
I
ITE~ DESCRIPTION AND CODES ~CONTROL
] CflUNTS




~EVEN THOUGH tiE/SI-lE DID NOT UORKS DOES HE/SHE HAVE HhUE A ]
JOB OR BUSINESS? I
I
I -Y ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
2-N O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
8-13 LANKz RUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I




UAS liE/SHE LOOKING FOR UORK OR DN LAYOFF FROM A JOB? I
I
1-Y ES. .............. ...........- ....**ma* ..-** am **m.*... .* 1
2-N D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
8-BLANK* EUT APPLICA B!_ E.c. a._ aa .aoo. oo . . . .._o. .ma ● m.o. ..s. I




HHICH LOOKING FOR UORK JR ON LAYOFF FROM A JOB? I
!
l-LOOK ING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._. O.*O ....o.m..-m=m=o=ma=s=mmomo I
2-L AYOFF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3-B OTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.....-=-- --0*---*4----.*4-=--=*9Q=* :
B-BLANK, BUT APPLICA BLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a. mm. I
I
I
P. 273-275 f312B (SEE DETAI LED NOTESI I
TYPE OF INDUSTRY OR BUSINESS? I.
017-998 (LAST DIGIT 7,0,9 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
030-BLANKt BUT APPLICAB- E . . . ..ma.. mOma.. .mO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P. 276-278 Q12C [SEE DETAILED. NOTESI
UHAT KIND OF UORK HAS liE/SHE DOING?
001-992-OCCUPATION (LAST DIGIT 0-5) ........... ............
000-BLANK, BUT APPLICAB- E... -._ . . . ..oo.. D=*___.*-a*=-aom_a






















NATIOiVAL HEALTH AND NJ TR3TION EKA’41NATION SURVEY - NHANES II
DE!IOGR4PHIC DATA TAPE-20NTINUED
-- —---- --— -- ------------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ------- ---- -__ -_,. _
TAPE ~OSITION( S)
I
ITEM DESCRIPTTO!J AND CODES ICI) NTR!3L
I COUNTS






o HAS HE/SHE IN PRIVATE C3 HPANY OR BUSINESS OR HO RKIN6 FOR [
INDIVIDUAL FOR UAGESqSALARYs OR CO HHISSION? 1
!
1-P RI VAT E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.....1
2-A FEDERAL GOVT EM? LDY:E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
3-A STATE GDVT EMPL3YEE 09.9--89-9- 9w9. *m 999.* -.999*--9.- .9 I
4-A LOCAL G7VT EMPLOYEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
5- INCORPIJR AT EU-3HN.. .*...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
6- SEL=-EIYPL5YED {DR FARM 1._ . . . . ..a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...]
7- HDRKING UITHOJT PAY Iti FAYILY BUSINESS OR FARM........=. I
8-?JEVER UC)RK ED . . . . . . . . . . . . , s, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .m, m. . . . ..m. ..l
O-BLANK, Elllr APPLICABLE 900-9, ,9*W ● 0999-9=-0 ● -m90*m 9-9 -*9*- I
BLANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
;
P. 280. al 3A I
DID HE/SHE EVER SERVE IN THE ARfl ED FORCES OF THE U. S.? I
I
l-Y ES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*...-. I
2-N U. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !
8-BLANK , HUT APPLICABLE *-*.-*-9=- 999.=99899. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1




UHEN DID HE/SHE SERVE? !
I
l- VI EThJAM . . . ..o. m. . . . . . . . . ..s80*0. o ..,00=--*o9-.oo-. -o...-!
2-KOREAN MAR -- 0-.-9.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...* . . . . . . . . . . . -* !
3-HORLD WAR 11 ,.,--q...m ● ...*.... . . . . . . . . . . .......m.. .*--
4-kJORLD MAR I . . . ..mme . . ..mm. g. . . .. * .= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
5-POST UIETfl Atl. ._. ,.. . ..m .S . . . . . . .. a....... ,.. m.s. a., . . . ..~
6-OTHER SE RVICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s.m.s...s....s..m...-.~
!3-BLAFJK3 BUT APPLICABLE . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...1
9-DO NOT KN9 U. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]


























NATIDNAL HEALTH A+l D NJ TRITION EXAMINATION SURVEY - NHANES 11
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA TAaE-C ONTINUED
------- ------ __.” _-— ------ .----- ------ ----- .-, _. --— -----_-— ---”e ,.,--
TAPE 3DS1TION(S3
I
ITEM DESCRIPTION AND CODES ~CONTRfJL
I COUNTS
L------------------ ------ -- ------------ —---- __ —-_ ------ _____ _______ _










GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST ‘INAL EXAMINED UEIGHT I












CAR BOXY HEMOGLOBIN FINAL EXAMINED UE16HT :
1
002545 -110? 59 ....... ............ . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . I




BILE ACIDS FINAL EXAMINED UE16HT I
I
003519- 0B7638 . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . I











NAT IO NA!- HEALTH AND NJ TRITIG:J EXAYINATIUN SURVEY - N!iANES 11
DEHOGRi PHIC DATA TA?E-:~NTINUEg
--——- -—-—— ----- ---- --—- ----- -—— - —— -—— ~--.—- ------ -
I
TAPE POSITION(S) ITE7 DE SC31PTI0.V ANil CODES ICDNTRQL
I C3UNTS
1.
______ ------------- -. —---—- ------ -. ------ ------------- --- --------
?










PSEUDO PRIHARY SAHPLING UNIT I
I
1 OR 2. ● -909--99-9 ● --ww*m B*=a ● 0099-9-0-. ● . . . . . . . . . . .. *..-. f
C. Tape 12escripti,m (cmt.)
24-Hour Recall--Specific Food Item Data
Use of Special Terms
The term “data user work area” refers to blank areas in the data tapr;
which are reserved for the user as needed.
The term “blank, but applicable”, is used to indicate a data item that
was to have a response for a sample person but none was given. The terms
f’bl~’l ad “Not applicdle” refer to data items where
o






‘ To more fully understand the questionnaire skip patterns and the
categorizations used, see the Plan and Operation of the Second National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey document included with this
documentation. All the questionnaires are included in this document.
NNTIONALHEAL’IHAND NUTIUTIONEXAMINATIONSURVEY















5 - combinationof above
6 - other














(NOTE: The ingestionperiodcode 151referstu s
one or more food itemspreparedonce and eaten































TAPE ITH4DESCRWI’IONAND CODES CONTROL NHANFS II DATA
POSITIONS ms WURCE OR NOTES
358-361 Time of Day (co1.57-60on the recallform)
362
0001 - 2400 - As given
9999 - No food ingested(SKIPO)
(Note:The timewas recorded
usingmilitarytimes)





363-365 InterviewerCode (co1.75-77on the recallform)



















TAPE ITRd DESCRIPTIONANDCODES moL NHANES11 DATA
K)SITIONS SOURCEOR NOTES
369-370
%%?ii%%i ge%p’) 8,356 See Detailed Note
01 - Milk and Milk Products 42,866
02 - Meats 21,337
03 - Poultry 5,006
04 - Organ Meats 549
05 - Fish/Shellfish 2,560
(); - Eggs 6,428
- Soups, Sauces, Gravies 7,202
08 - Fats/Oils 35,968
09 - Legumes/Nuts/Seeds 4,026
10 - Cereals and Grain Products 49,841
11 - Fruits, Vegetables and Juices 62,853
12 - Sugar and Sugar Products 40,901
13 - Desserts 14,714
14 - Miscellaneous 3,977
15 - Mixed Dishes 7,727
16 - Alcoholic Beverages 4,628
17 - Low Calorie Eeverages 24,615
18 - Salty Snacks 4,371
371-375 Food Code (co1. 37-41 on the recall form)
00002 - 94001 - As given 339,569







TAPE IT13i DESCRIPTIONANDCODES CONTROL NHANESII DATA
POSITIONS cms SOURCEOR NOTES
376-382 Grams ingested per food consumed
(XKXxxx.xx - decimal not shown on tape)
0000003 - 2716000 - As given
9999999 value assigned when ingestion
period shipped (No food ingested)
Nutrients per food consumed
99999999 is used when an ingestion period is
skipped (i.e. no food eaten) 88888888 is used when
the amount of the nutrient per 100 gram edible
portion of the specific food ingested is unknown in
the NHANESII nutrient data bank. A value of 00000000
indicates the food item has none of the particular
nutrient.
383-390 Calories (xxxxxx.xx - decimal not shown on tape)
~ - 00673325 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable
99999999 - No food ingested
391-398 Protein (Grams) (XXXXXX.XX- decimal not shown on tape)
~ - 00040656 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable









Each line of food reported in
grams is derived by multiplying
the grain conversion factor of
the food code times the number
of ounces represented by the
Food Model. See documentation
for NHANESII nutrient data







24-HOUR RECALL--SPECIFIC FOODITIN TM’E
TWE ITIM DESCRIPTION ANDCODES CONTROL
POSITIONS ms S1l-JRCEOR NOTES
399-406 Fat (Grams) (XXXXXX.XX- decimal not shown on tape)
mooooo - 00061496 - As given 333,649
88888888 - Blank, but applicable 5,920
99999999 - No food ingested 8,356
407-414 Total Carbohydrates (Grams)
(Xxxxxx.xx - decimal not shown on tape)
00000000 - 00120644 - As given 336,805
88888888 - Blank, but applicable 2,764
9999!3999 - No food ingested 8,356
415-422 Calcium (milligrams) (XXXXXX.XX- decimal not shown on tape)
~ - 00906240 - I% given 335,795
88888888 - Blank, but applicable 3,774
99999999 - No food ingested 8,356
423-430 Phosphorus (milligrams)
(.XXXXXX.XX- decimal not shown on tape)
00000000 -00714240 - k given 331,289
88888888 - Blank, but applicable 8,280
9999’3999 - No food ingested 8,356
Data on fiber carbohy-
drates and sugars are &
not provided. WI1
431-438 Iron (milligrams) (XXXXXX.XX- decil]~al not shown on tape)
UOIJUOOOO- 00009542 - M given 335,751
88888888 - Blank, but applicable 3,818
99999999 - No food ingested 8,356
NATIONALHEALIIIANDNUTRITIONEXAMINATIONSURVEY
(NHNWS II - 1976-1980)
24-HOURRKXLL--SPECIFIC FOODITIM TAPE
TAPE ITIMDESCRIPTION ANDCODES CONTROL IMANES11 DATA
POSITIONS cms SOURCEOR NOTES
439-446 Sodium (milligrams) (XXXXXX.XX- decimal not sho~ On taPe)
iXKXKmOo- 01650348 - As given 327,405 Value for sodium does
88888888 - Blank, but applicable 12,164 not include table salt.
99999999 - No food ingested 83356
447-454 Potassium (milligrams)
(XXXXXX.XX- decimal not shown on tape).
00000000 - 01105920 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable
99999999 - No food ingested
455-462 Vitamin A (International Units)
~x - decimal not shown on tape)
00000000 - 23923200 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable









Values for retinol or
carotene are not available.
.——





00001181 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable
99999999 - No food ingested
(milligrams)
- decimal not shown on tape)
00002802 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable








(NHANl= II - 1976-1980)
24-HOURRECALL--SPECIFIC F~D ITEM TAPE
TAPE! ITEMDESCRIPTIONANDCODES CONIllOL NI-MNESII DATA
POSITIONS ms SCURCEOR NOTES
479-486 Preformed Niacin (milligrams)
(Xxxxxx. xx - decimal not shown on tape)
00000000 - 00011088 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable
99999999 - No food ingested
487-494 Vitamin C (milligrams)
~w decimal not shownon tape)
00000000 - 00115200 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable
99999999 - No food ingested
495-502 Saturated Fatty Acid (Grams)
[XXXXXX.XX- decimal not shwn on tape)
503-510
00000000 - 00029524 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable
99999999 - No food ingested
Oleic Acid (Grams)
(XXXXXX.XX- decimal not shown on tape)
00000000 - 00027061 - As given
88888888 - Blank, but applicable

















TAPE ITEM DESCRIPTIONAJillCODES CONTROL NHANES II DATA
POSITIONS COUNTS SOURCEOR NOTES
511-518 LinoleicAcid (Grams)
[XXXXXX.XX- decimalnot shown on tape)
00000000- 00013500- As given 319,982
88888888- Blank,but applicable 19,587
99999999- No food ingested 8,356
519-526 Cholesterol(milligrams)
~wxx.xx decimalnot shown on tape)
00000000 - 00469980- As given 320,349
88888888- Blank,but applicable 19,220









Size of place classification was derived from the 1970 census.
According to the definition used in the 1970 census, the urban population
was comprised of all persons living in (a) places of 2,500 inhabitants
or more incorporated as cities, tmroughs (except Alaska), villages and
towns (except towns in New York, New England States, and Wisconsin), but
excluding those persons living in the rural portions of extended cities;
(bj Unincorporatedplacesof 2,500 inhabitants or more; and (c) other
territories included in urbanized areas. The remaining population was
classified as rural.
Urban areas are further classified by population size for places within








Exceptin New England,a standardmetropolitanstatisticalarea is
basicallya countyor a groupof contiguouscountieswhichcontainsat
leastone city of 50,000inhabitantsor more, or “twincities”with a
combinedpopulationof at least50,000. In additionto the countyor
countiescontainingsucha city or cities,contiguouscountiesare
includedin an SMSA if, accordingto the 1970census,they are socially
and economicallyintegratedwith the centralcity, Each SMSAmust
includeat leastone centralcity,and the completetitleof an SMSA






All relatedsamplepersonsin the same familyunit have the same






The raceof the respondentwas markedby observationand the
interviewerswere instructedto assumethe race of all relatedpersons
was the sameas the respondentunlessotherwiselearned. The race
categorieswere ‘White”,“Black”or “Other”. If the appropriate
categorycouldnot be markedby observation,then racewas asked.
Interviewerswere instructedto recordpersonswho respondedwith
somethingotherthanWhite or Black,such as Japanese,Chinese,American
Indian,Korean,Hindu,Eskimo,etc. as “Other”;and to includeMexicans,
PuertoRicansand otherpersonsof LatinAmericandescentin ‘White”













































































































Wtlying Areas of the UnitedStates
Name of Place code Cescripticm
AmericanSamoa 60 U.S. territoryin the Pacific
CanalZone 61 Territoq in Panamaleasedby U.S.
Cantonand EnderburyIslands 62 UndercommonUS-UK administration
66 U.S. territoryin the Pacific
JohnstonAtoll U.S. territoryin the Pacific,
includesSand Island
MidwayIslands 71 U.S. territoryin the Pacific
PuertoRico 72 hmonwealth associatedwith the U.S.
Swan Islands 74 U.S. territoryin the &ribbean









Virgin Islands 78 U.S. territoryin the Caribbean













‘Aperson’soccupationmay be definedas his principaljob or business.
For this surveypurpose,the principaljob or businessof a respondentis
definedin one of the followingways: If the personworkedduringthe
two week interviewperiodor had a job or business,the question
concerninghis occupation(orwork) appliesto his job duringthat
period. If the respondentheld more than one job, the questionis
directedto the one at whichhe spentthe most time. It refersto the
one he considersmost importantwhen equal time is spentat each job. A
personwho has not begunwork at a new job, is lookingfor work, or is
on layofffromwork is questionedabouthis last full-timecivilianjob.
A full-timejob is definedas one at which the person spent35 or more
hoursper week and which lastedtwo consecutiveweeks or more. A person
who has a job to whichhe has not yet reportedand has neverhad a
previousjob or businessis classifiedas a “networker”.
The 1970 censusof populationAlphabeticalIndexof Industriesand
Occupationswas used in the codingof both the industryand occupation.







The respondent was handed a card with twelve income ranges listed as
Group A to
your total
Group L and asked ‘Which of these income groups represents
combined family income for the past 12 months, that is, yours,
your . . . ‘s, etc? Include
salaries, social security
rent from property and so
income from all sources such as wages,





ai.swered Group A through G, that is with an income
B
then questions 21 and 22 detailing exact sources and





was made to reconcile amounts reported in detailed questions
with the categorical response to the family income group
During the survey time period, no adjustments to the income




Land used for farmingpurposes[Code1 in Tape Position207)was
identifiedas beingruralland (Code2 in Tape Position25) consistingof
10 or more acres (Code1 in Tape Position26) with crop salesamounting
to $50 or more (Code1 in Tape Position27), or ruralland (Code2 in
Tape Position25) consistingof less than 10 acres (Code2 in Tape
Position26) with crop salesamountingto $250or more (Code1 in Tape






































1964. (Fora detailed iscussionof theSSApovertystandards,see







thesunof thecomponentpartsof the incomequestionsforincomesunder
$7,000)andamultipleof thetotalincomenecessaryto maintaina
familywithgivencharacteristicson a nutritionallyadequatefood
plan3 (denomimtor).Thedollarvalueof thedenomimtorof thePIRis
constructedfroma foodplan(economyplan)necessarytomaintain
minimumrecommendedailynutritionalrequirements.Theeconomyplanis
designatedby theDepartmentof Agriculturefor“emergencyor temporary
usewhenfundsarelow.”
-70-
For families of three or more persons, the poverty level was set at
three times the cost of the economy food plan. For smaller
.





relatively higher fixed expenses of these smaller households.
denominator or poverty income cutoff adjusts the family poverty
income maintenance requirements by the family size, the sex of the family
head, the age of the family head in families with one or two members,
and the place of residence
poverty income cutoffs are
living as reflected in the
(farm, nonfarm). Annual revisions of the
based on the changes in the average cost of
Consumer Price Index.
As shown in the tables, the annual income considered to be the poverty
level increases as the family size increases. A family with any
combination of characteristics and with the same income as shown in the
table has been designated as having a PIRor poverty level of 1.0. The
same family with twice the income found in the
2.0. Ratios of less than 1.0 can be described
ratios greater than or equal to 1.0, as “at or
table would have a PIR of
as “below poverty’,
above poverty’.
Poverty thresholds are computed on a national basis onl~. No attempt
has been made to adjust these thresholds for regional, State, or other
-71-
variationsin thecostof living(exceptfor thefarm,nonfarm
difference].Noneof thenoncashpublicwelfarebenefitssuchas food




















5 U,sm Bu~~~~ of the ce~~~, currentp~Pulati~nReP~rt~,seriesp-60,
No. 127,‘!MoneyIncomeand PovertyStatusof Familiesand Personsin
theUnitedStates:1980”(AdvanceData from theMarch 1981Current
PopulationSurvey),U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,Washington,D.C.,
1981.
6 ors&ky, M.: “Countingthe Poor:AnotherLook at the Poverty
Profile”,SocialSecurityBulletin,January1965;“who’sWho Among the
Poor:A demographicView of Povert~’,SocialSecurityBulletinj
July 1965.
7 U.S. Bureauof the ce~~, CurrentpoP@ation RePorts,Seriesp-~3,
No. 28, “SpecialStudies”,U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,
Washington,D.C.,August12, 1969.
8 CircularNo. A-46,TransmittedMemorandumNo. 9, ExecutiveOfficeof
the President,Bureauof the Budget,August29, 1969,and ExhibitL
(rev.).
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Table 15. WEIGHTED AVERAGE THRESHOLDWOVER~ CUTOFFS IN 1976, BY SIZE OF FAMILY AND SEX OF HEAD, BY
FARM-NONFARM RESIDENCE
NoMFARN FARII
SIZE OF FAHILy LW61T
70TAL T07AL WLC HUD FCUbLC HC#D TOTAL UbL C I WAD
(00 LLAR5) (OOL1-AE5) (00LL6ns)
FCrnLC liCAO
(ML-=) “(mLtims) (tiLUmS) ( DOLLARS)
I PEIISOM IUNREL47ED rNDIV10U4Ll . . . . . 2 em z 264 3 016 2 100
2 430 i!532 2 Jw
I+ T064 YEARS.... . . . . . . . . z 954 ?. 959 3 069 2 840
2 5*2 2 60B 2 413
65 YEhRS AND OVER... . . . . . . . . 2 720 2 730 z 75a a 722
2 322 2 3WI 2 ma
3 133 3033
2PERSON5. :........ . . . . . . 3 baa 3711 5 -721 3660
3 120
HEhDL9TOb+ YEARS. . . . . . . . . . 3 806 : :; 3 8*6 3733
3 267 J 271 3 159
HEAD 6S lEARS ANO OVER . . . . . . . . 3 -17 s W7 3 42a
2 928 2 92a 2 922
4 565 3 Em 3 864 3 73*JPEnSOrAS. :.... . . . . ...*.. # 51s r SQO s ql~
5 015 5 ua 4 950 4 953 - aw?PERSON$ . . . . . . . ...*.*... 5 786 s 790 5 M7Q 5 a71 s B-7
5PERS’WS . . ...*.. . . . . . . . . 6 e.3a b a76 6 aaq 6 799 b 505 b h076PERSOHS. .,... . . . . . . . . . . 7 706 7 760 7 76b 7 709 b 5a+
7PERSONSORHORE. . . . . . . . . . . . 9 505 - 368 9 622 q 375 8 07Z
8 Oba n sza
Table 15. WEIGHTED AVERAGE THRESHOLDS-POVERTY CUTOFFS IN 1977, BY SIZE OF FAMILY AND SEX OF HEAD.
BY FARM-NONFARM RESIDENCE
SIZE OF FAMILY LIMIT
PERsON (UNRELATED I.NOIVIOLML) . . . . .
1- 70 M YEARS , . . .
65 YEAfiS ANO OVER. . .
PERSOMS. . . . . . . .
HEAO 1+ TO b? YEARs. .
ME1O 6S YEbW AHO OvEq
PERSONS. . . . . . . .
ipE12soN5...,....
5PERSO*S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 PERsow.
7PERsoN50i ioi2~ :::::: :::::
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
Average Thresholds
by Farm-Non(arm Residence
Size of family unit
1 person (unrelated individual)
141t064 years...............
.
65 years And over ............
Z persons ......................
Head14 to64 years ..........








TOTAL M#LE HE60 ~EMALE HCAO TOTAL MbLE HEbO FEMALE HEBD
[OOLLARSI I DOLLARS1 tDOLLARS) [OOLLAILSI IOOLLARSl IOOLLARSJ
3 07s J 214 2 969 2 5na
3 152
2 .672
3 2b7 3 023 2 709
2 q9n
2 776
2 906 2 93b 2 ma 2 q7s
2569
2 495 z 5b3
J 951 J 9bJ 3 907 3 ma 3 325




3 67o J 646 3 120
3 z7a
3 079































































































IFor one person (i-e., unrelated individual), sex of the individual.
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Table 17. Weighted Average ThresholdQove~ Cutoffs in 1979, by Size and Type of Family, by Farm-Nonfarm Residence
!!12’2 OF FAMILY UNIT
1 PERSON (UNRCLATEO INOIVIDUALI . . . , .
15 TO 611 YEARS
bsYEAflS ANOOViR: :::::: ::::
2PERsotJS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HOUSEHOuEM 15 TO 54 WARS . . . . . .
HOUSEHOLDER 65 YEARS 4N0 OVER. . . , .
3PER90NS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U? ER90NS. .,..... . . . . . . . .
3PERSON3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 PERSONS. .,.,..... . . . . . .










5 7am 9 bzq
7 *12 ? 161
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Table 17. Weighted Awraga Threshold~overty Cutoffs in 1980, by Sizs nnd TYIMIof Family and FwnvNonfarm I?esidence
5
1 PER90N lUNQELb~ INDIVIDUALI. , . . . ~ 1s6
13 TO b_ Years . . . . . . . . . . . . a 7.56
6sTEARS AND OVER. . . . . . . . . . . 3 gm
2PCRSONS., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 338
HOUSEHOLDER 15 m *6 Wans . . . . . . 5 518
HouSEHOLDER 64 Y!lAnS ANO OVER. . , . . * ,95s
JPERSOPIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O PERSONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 PER50Na. . . . . . . . . . . .
6 PERSONS.......::: :., ,..
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A multistage estimation procedure was used to calculate the various
NHANESII subsample sample weights that are necessary to use in any
analysis of the data. The procedure has three basic components:
(1) inflationby reciprocals of the probabilities of selection,
(2) adjustment for nonresponse, and (3) poststratification ratio
adjustment by age-sex-race. A brief description of each component is as
follows:
Inflation by reciprocals of the sampling probabilities. Since the
survey utilized a three-stage sample design, there were three
probabilities of selection: (1) the probability of selecting the
PSU, (2) the probabilityof selecting a segment (housing unit), and
(3) the probability of selecting a sample person.
Adjustment for nonresponse. Estimates from the





estimates were inflated by a multiplication factor calculated
h’ithin five selected income groups, three age groups, four regions,
and standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA) or non-WSA. The
numerator of these factors was the sum of the weights for sample
~res~ting from the reciprocal of the probabilityof
selection, and the denominator was the sum of the weights for




Poststratification by age-sex-race. The estimates were ratio
adjusted within each of 76 age-sex-race cells to an independent
estimate, provided by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, of the
population of each cell as of March 1, 1978, (approximate mid-point
of the survey). The ratio adjustment was a multiplication factor of
which the nwnerator was the U.S. population and the denominator was
the sum of the weights adjusted for nonresponse for examined
persons. This ratio estimation process makes the sample more
closely representative of the civilian, noninstitutionalized
population of theU.S.
Potential bias of nonresponse. Usually a sizeable number of sample
persons who initially are willing to complete the household
information and some of the medical history questionnaire
subsequently will not participate in the examination. This creates
the potential for bias if these persons differ from other sample
persons with respect to the variables being studied. Intense
efforts were undertaken during WANES II to develop and implement
standard procedures and inducements that would reduce the number of
nonrespondents and thereby reduce the potential for bias.
The user needs to be aware of and should explore the potential bias




In NHANESII, 230 sample persons
Position 366
had unsatisfactory 24-hour recalls.
For each of these persons, a satisfactory 24-hour recall for a person
from a similar age-sex-race category was substituted so that the data




was created in this mer has a code of “l” in column 366
tape. This resulted in 3,829 food items of @uted 24-hour
for these 230 persons.
NHANESII FOODGROUPS
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30000 ContinentalBakingCompany- codesplacedon tapeduring
1970-71.




41000 GerberBabyFoodCompany.Codesplacedon tapein 1975.
72000 NutritiveValuesof Foods- HomeandGardenBulletin72,
USDA,1970;slightlyrevisededition- 1971.






Commercial codes used in NHANES1, 1971-74.
Commercial codes used in NHANESII, 1976-1980.
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IV. APPENDIX
Data Collection Techniques and Content
The plan developed with respect to the content of NHANESII called for the
following:
A. Questionnaires completed in the household:
(1) Household questionnaire: For each household member, questions
referred to family relationships; certain demographic items such
as age, sex, and race; selected housing information; occupation,
income, education, veteran status; and an indication of
participation in food stamp programs.
(2) Medical history questionnaires:
(a) For each s ample person ages 6 months-n years
The questionnaire included items on birth weight,
prematurity, congenital conditions, medication, neurological.
conditions, lead poisoning, accidents, hospital care,
disability, diarrhea, pica, vision,
conditions. In addition, data were
kidney and bladder disease, anemia,
and a variety of chronic
collected on allergies,
speech and hearing, lung
and chest conditions and participation in food programs.
(b) For each sample person ages 12-74 years
The questionnaire included items on medication; hospital
care, tuberculosis; a variety of acute and chronic diseases;
tobacco usage, physical activity; weight; height; vision
disability, exposure to pesticides; gastrointestinal
-83-
problems; and for females, a menstrual and pregnancy history.
In addition, data were collected on anemia, diabetes,
respiratory condition, hearing and speech, liver and
gallbladder conditions, kidney and bladder disease,
allergies, hypertension, cardiovascular conditions, stroke,
arthritis (stressing middle and upper back and neck
probkus), and participation in food programs.
Questionnaires and tests administered in the mobile examination center:
(3) Dietary Questionnaires
(a) For each examined person, a 24-Hmr Recall was a~inistered
by trained dietary interviewers. Specific and quantitative
detail of every food or drink consumed during the previous
day was recorded and calculated, thus providing estimtes of
calories, protein, carbohydrates, fat, unsaturated fats,
cholesterol, and specific
(b) For each examined person,
administered to ascertain
vitamins and minerals consuued.
a Food Frequency interview was
usual patterns of food consumption.
Daily and/or weekly consumption of foods within 26 subgroups
were recorded. In addition, data were collected on usual
vitamin-mineral supplement usage.
(c) For each person ages 12-74 years, a Dietary Supplement form
was self-administered and reviewed. This form provided
information on special diets, recent medications and barriers
to purchasing groceries or eating
information on vitamin/mineral or
diet.
foods; it does not provide




Medication/Vitamin Usage Form provided information on the past
week’s usage of any medicines; vitamins or minerals for all
examined persons.
Behavior Questionnaire elicited data on behavior which may be
associated with coronary heart disease for examined persons ages
25-74.
B. Examinationby physician
A physician performed and recorded the results of a medical
examination giving special attention to specified findings
related to nutrition, to hearing, to the th~oid, gland, and
to the cardiovascular, respiratory, neurological and
musculoskeletal systems.
c. Special clinical procedures and tests
A specially trained health technician carried out the
following on examined persons in the designated age ranges:
1. Spiromet ry trials of examined persons ages 6-24 years,
were digitized and recorded on magnetic tape. Various
pulmonary function indicators such as FVC (forced vital
capacity), FEV1 (forced
and peak flow rate were
data.
expiatory volume in one secondl,
subsequently derived from these
2. Electrocardiograms Electrocardiographic signals of
examined persons ages 25-74 years were digitized and
recorded on magnetic tape providing normative data of
amplitude, duration, interval and axis measurements and
permitting interpretations of heart disease according to’




























grass). The testsweremadeon examinedpersons




No x-raysweretakenof pregnantwomenandno luubarx-rays










diseasesandto serveas a measureof left
enlargement.


























F. Tests on blood s amples
Samples of blood provide
to health and nutrition.
varied with the specific
a broad range of information related
The particular tests performed
target condition and age group as





Glucose tolerance test (G’IT)
This test involved collection of blood specimens while in
a fasting state as well as at one and two hours after
glucose challenge. The test was performed on a specified
subsample of examined adults to provide estimates of the
prevalence of diabetes.
Tests related to liver function
(a)
(b)
Post-prandial liver bile acid test. This test
measures the ability of the liver to remove bile
acids from the blood following consumption of a food
preparation which induces eventual addition of bile
acids to the blood via contraction of the
gallbladder.
Liver biochemistries performed include bilirubin,
SGOT,and alkaline phosphatase tests.
Anemia-related laboratory tests
The tests made to characterize anemia consisted of
protoporph~in, iron, total iron binding capacity (TIBC),
zinc, copper, red cell
ferritin, B12, and the
hemoglobin.
folates, serum folates, serum
determination of abnormal
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(91
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Othernutritionalbiochemistries
Thesetestsincludealbumin,VitaminA andVitaminC.
Serumlipids
Becauseof theirimportantrelevanceto cardiovascular
disease,determinationsweremadeof cholesterol,
triglycerides,andhighdensitylipoprotein(HDL).
Biochemistriesforbodyburdenfromenvironmental
exposures
Determinationsweremadeof bodyburdenlevelsof lead
andpesticideresiduesandmetabolizes.Testswerealso
performedforcarboxyhemoglobintiichreflects
environmentalexposureto carbonmonoxideandthe
individual’ssmokinghabits.
Hematology
Thehematologyincludedetermimtionsof hemoglobin,
hematocrit,redbloodcellcount,whitebloodcellcount
anddifferentialleukocyteanalysis,andredbloodcell
morphologyandhemoglobinphenotyping.
Kidneyfunction
The only
on blood
YI?!U!2
quantitativetestforkidneyfunctionperformed
sampleswas theserumcreatininetest.
The serologydetermimtionsfor syphilisincluded
qualitativeandquantitativeART,a lWA-ABSandMIA-IT.
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